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Abstract. A paper-based prescription signed by the prescriber to authorize dispensing
of medication is typically used in traditional healthcare. Such systems are prone to
many issues like medication errors, latency, and lack of integration with other healthcare
systems. Hence, Electronic prescription (E-prescription) systems are being used as
alternatives to overcome these issues. Even though E-prescription systems provide
the advantage of recording and maintaining patient medication history but still face
issues such as system crashes, latency due to their centralized architectures, prone to
many security threats like identity theft and unauthorized patient record access and
modifications. Lack of standardization can also make such E-prescription systems not
interoperable, which may lead to information fragmentation or delays in the processing
of prescriptions. Hence, there is still a need for making these E-prescription systems
more secure, reliable, and cost-effective for wide-range adaptation. Blockchain is one
such technology that can add additional layers of security to the existing E-prescription
systems by providing tamper-proof records of all transactions which will help in en-
suring the authenticity and integrity of prescriptions. Blockchain can also help in better
management of patients’ privacy while patients still have full control over their health
data. Blockchain usage can also enhance interoperability and reduce prescription abuse.
The proposed application FortiRx makes use of the Ethereum blockchain platform
and leverages smart contracts for implementing business logic. Cyphertext-Policy
Attribute-Based Encryption (CP-ABE) is used in the proposed application to create
and manage access-control mechanisms and ensure Health Insurance Portability and
Accountability Act (HIPPA) compliance. The proposed system has been implemented
and analyzed for security, reliability, and adaptability in a real-time environment.

Keywords: Smart Healthcare · Healthcare Cyber-Physical System (H-CPS) · Elec-
tronic Prescription · Blockchain · Distributed Ledger · Ethereum · Smart Contracts ·
Attribute Based Encryption · Cyphertext-Policy Attribute Based Encryption

1 Introduction

Paper-based prescriptions have been one of the preferred ways of sending medication instruc-
tions by physicians for a long time. Handwritten prescriptions are often difficult to read and
susceptible to fraud by duplication. It is also a time-consuming process that requires patients
to physically deliver the prescription to pharmacies. It also causes issues while integrating with
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Electronic Health Records (EHR) and makes it difficult to keep track of patient’s medication
history. All these issues with traditional paper-based prescriptions cause medication errors [1].
Medication errors are defined as preventable events which cause improper usage of medica-
tion by patients and can lead to patient harm. These medication errors can occur at multiple
aspects of medication systems such as while prescribing the drugs, while entering prescription
information into the electronic systems, while preparing the prescription for dispense, or
while consuming the medication by patients [8]. The World Health Organization (WHO)
determined medication errors are the leading cause of patient harm and account for up to $42
billion annually [16,21,24]. In order to reduce the number of medication errors, electronic
prescription systems have been put into place to make the whole process computerized to
reduce human errors. Initially, the patient requests a refill, or the physician creates a new
prescription record based on the diagnosis of the patient and enters it into the electronic
record system. Electronic Medical Record (EMR) or Electronic Health Record (EHR) system
then generates an electronic prescription transaction and with the prescription along with the
physician information to a centralized E-prescription system. E-prescription then verifies the
authenticity of the prescription before sending it to the authorized pharmacies from which the
patient will be able to pick it up. Any refill requests will be generated by the pharmacy and
sent back to the physician using the E-prescribing system and notify the patient for pickup.
The working of the E-prescribing system can be clearly seen in Figure 1. Other entities like
government agencies U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA), Centers for Medicare and
Medicaid Services (CMS), Healthcare Information Exchanges (HIEs) along with Pharmacy
Benefit Managers (PBMs) are also involved in E-prescribing systems. Due to the complex
nature of interactions, those are not shown in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. E-Prescribing System Working
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E-prescription is the ability to use the computerized system by healthcare providers to
create, manage and transmit prescription data to pharmacies. The E-prescription system in-
creases the legibility of prescriptions thereby reducing the likelihood of errors. It also increases
efficiency by automating most of the processes and reducing the administrative processing
needed to issue and manage paper-based prescriptions. By automating the processes and re-
ducing medical errors, costs associated with medical errors can also be avoided. It also makes
it easy to integrate with EMR systems which can help in managing patient health records
more efficiently. Although E-prescription systems provide a variety of benefits compared to
the paper-based approach, it still faces many issues which need to be addressed.

The centralized architecture of the E-prescription can lead to latency in processing large
amounts of information and even sometimes lead to a Single Point of Failure (SPOF). They are
even prone to many other security threats that may lead to data privacy and security issues [26].
This lack of standardization between such centralized systems can lead to problems during
integration with Electronic Healthcare Record Systems (EHRs). The cost of deployment and
maintenance of such systems is also a major hurdle for adopting. The complexity of such
systems is another problem for users of e-prescription systems.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents possibility of using
blockchain or distributed ledger for e-prescription in H-CPS. Section 3 gives an overview
of prior related research. Section 4 talks about the novel features of the proposed FortiRx
system. Section 5 discussed the preliminaries and Section 6 describes the architecture of
the proposed FortiRx system. Section 7 discusses proposed algorithms for uploading and
managing prescription information. Section 8 describes the implementation of the proposed
FortiRx system. Section 9 provides the analysis details and Section 10 provides conclusions
along with future research aspects.

2 Blockchain As A Solution for Robust E-Prescription

Blockchain is a type of distributed ledger technology that helps in recording and storing
information in a secure, transparent, and distributed manner in Peer-to-Peer (P2P) network.
Blockchain is initially designed for digital assets in Bitcoin [15] but this technology has
revolutionized and shown potential use-cases in many domains including patient EHR Man-
agement [9, 10], supply chain management in the pharmaceutical industry and medicine
manufacturing [4, 13] etc. The main components of the blockchain consist of Distributed
Ledger (DL), Nodes, Transactions, and consensus protocol. Block ledger generally consists
of hash-connected blocks which have both header with all metadata and body with actual
transactions. Header and body are implemented so that the light nodes which doesn’t want to
store all the transaction data can prune the body and just store the header information and still
verify any transaction. The structure of the ledger varies for different implementations and the
most prominent structures are blockchain which is a linear structure of blocks and Decentral-
ized Acyclic Graph (DAG) which uses graph structure for scalability of the network. All the
participants in the P2P network are called nodes and are classified as light node, miner node,
and full nodes based on their roles and responsibilities. Light nodes are the nodes with limited
storage and computational capabilities which don’t store the entire history of the transaction
data, usually, these are the participant nodes that try to utilize blockchain infrastructure to
perform transactions. Mining nodes are special nodes that have the large computational power
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and usually compete to solve a hard mathematical problem to win a chance of adding a new
block to the ledger. Miners are awarded block rewards combined with transaction fees from
the transactions included in the block generated by them. Full nodes are responsible for storing
complete copies of the ledger including all transaction data and verifying both transactions
and blocks which ensures the security and integrity of the blockchain. Usually, full nodes
are not compensated with any fees or rewards. Communication in a P2P network without
delegation of centralized authority is prone to issues of disagreement which is described as
a Byzantine General Problem [12]. Consensus protocols are used in blockchain to reach a
consistent state of the system where all or majority of the nodes accept the validity of the block
even with some of the nodes in networks acting maliciously. Some of the most prominent
consensus protocols include Proof-of-Work (PoW), Proof-of-Stake (PoS), Proof-of-Authority
(PoA), etc. Some of the features provided by blockchain include Decentralization, Security,
Transparency, Immutability, and Faster processing by removing centralized entities.

Evaluating E-Prescription System Against Blockchain Even though blockchain provides
many features, it cannot be a solution for every application. Hence each application has to
satisfy certain conditions for applying blockchain [17].

Criteria: Does the current application need tamper-proof permanent storage?
Evaluation: E-prescription systems are intended to store the prescription information of the
patients for enabling them to keep a record of their medication and to avoid adverse inter-
actions of medications prescribed for other conditions. As this application needs permanent
storage, blockchain can be a solution.

Criteria: Are there multiple trust-less data contributors to the data?
Evaluation: E-prescription systems consist of many distributed entities which include a
network of prescribers, a network of patients, a network of pharmacies, and other regulating
bodies. All these entities are distributed geographically and don’t trust each other and need a
co-coordinating central authority in order to relay. information. As there are multiple trustless
data contributors in the network, blockchain can be a solution.

Criteria: Does the application modify data after storage?
Evaluation: Issuing prescriptions, and dispensing prescribed medicines generally don’t need
modifications once processed and prescribed medicines are dispensed to patients. If there
are any mistakes in the prescription, a new prescription should be sent while invalidating the
previous prescription. Hence, blockchain can be an acceptable solution in this case.

Criteria: Is data privacy required?
Evaluation: According to the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996
(HIPAA) [7], sensitive patient information shouldn’t be disclosed without the patient’s con-
sent. Blockchain as such doesn’t provide privacy on shared data as the data will be stored
at multiple nodes in the network. But in the current application, we have used Cipher Text
Policy - Attribute Based Encryption (CP-ABE) which will enable patients with full control
over their prescription information and only encrypted data is being shared using off-chain
storage Inter Planetary File System (IPFS).

Features of blockchain technology can provide an additional layer of security for the
E-Prescription system by creating an immutable log of all transaction which help in maintain-
ing the integrity of prescription data. Immutable log created acts as a single source of truth
which is available at all the distributed participating entities and help to reduce prescription
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fraud. Blockchains also enhance interoperability by enabling different healthcare providers
to participate and share data in the network transparently. As digital wallets are used for
performing transactions on a blockchain network, the privacy of patients is maintained which
will prevent data leakages.

3 Related Prior Works

Blockchain is one of the recent technological advancements which was introduced primarily
for digital currency systems which enable P2P money transfers that are faster, and more
reliable, and at any point in time digital assets will be under the control of the owner instead
of centralized entities like banks. The features of blockchain including transparency, data
integrity and security, working in a trust-less environment, and consensus-based updates have
shown promising solutions in many other fields. Whether it is to store and manage Electronic
Health Records [18,22] or secure medical supply chain [2,4–6] healthcare industry has been
benefited largely by adapting blockchain technology. Different studies are conducted to build
E-Prescription by leveraging blockchains. Comparison of proposed FortiRx with state-of-art
is clearly shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Comparative Analysis of Proposed FortiRx with state-of-art.

Blockchain
Platform

Smart
Contracts

Off-chain
storage

Data
Privacy

Access Control
Mechanism

CP-ABE

Thatcher, et al.
2018 [20]

Ethereum ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

Musamih, et al.
2021 [14]

Ethereum ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✗

Taylor, et al.
2022 [19]

Ethereum ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✗

Alnuaimi, et al.
2022 [3]

Ethereum ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✗

Ionescu, et al.
2022 [11]

Ethereum ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

FortiRx (Current
Paper)

Ethereum ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

A use case of blockchain as a Prescription Drug Monitoring System (PDMP) is presented
in [20]. This proposed system leverages smart contracts on the Ethereum platform for the
creation and management of prescriptions. Even though the proposed mechanism is providing
a solution to manage E-Prescriptions, it mainly uses on-chain storage which could be very
expensive for large amounts of information, and no access control mechanism is defined
which will create a lot of security threats in the system. Another application of blockchains in
prescription drug supply is given in [25]. This work provides a dynamic identity mechanism
to prevent patient privacy issues along with a robust authentication protocol combined with
blockchain. However, the proposed architecture doesn’t deal with prescription management.
Another blockchain-based solution for controlled medication is discussed in [14]. In this work,
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smart contracts and the Ethereum platform are used for building the controlled medicine
prescription system along with using IPFS as off-chain storage. However, No access control
mechanism is implemented in IPFS which will make data available for all the participants
in the IPFS network.

VigilRx proposed in [19] makes use of smart contracts and the Ethereum platform to
create a system for creating and managing prescriptions, it also implemented a robust access
control mechanism using the RBAC mechanism. However, prescription information is stored
on-chain which can be difficult to manage and is not cost-effective. Similar to previously
proposed solutions, blockchain-based health insurance claims for prescription drugs are pro-
posed in [3] which leverages the Ethereum blockchain and smart contracts. In this proposed
architecture IPFS is used as a solution for storing prescription data to avoid on-chain overhead.
Even though an efficient mechanism for managing insurance claims is proposed, Prescription
information stored in IPFS is prone to data privacy risk as the information will be stored at all
the participating public nodes in the IPFS network. Another implementation of the Ethereum
platform and smart contracts can be seen in [11]. However, this proposed system doesn’t
address both data privacy concerns and the overhead costs of on-chain data storage.

4 Novel Contributions of the Current Paper

Below are problems with centralized E-Prescription systems which are addressed in the
proposed FortiRx architecture along with novel solutions proposed.

4.1 Problems with Centralized E-Prescription System Addressed in FortiRx

Problems with existing centralized e-prescription systems which are addressed by novel
proposed FortiRx architecture are:

– Centralized architecture in E-prescription systems can lead to a Single Point of Failure
(SPOF).

– As the number of transactions increases, latency increases significantly.
– Lack of standardization can cause difficulty in integrating the systems with other Elec-

tronic Health Record Systems (EHR).
– Centralized systems are more prone to security threats and lead to other forms of fraud

and prescription abuse.
– Cost of deployment and maintenance of E-prescribing systems is huge and makes it not

accessible for all healthcare providers.
– Complexity of using such technology can also resist some people from adopting e-

prescription systems.

4.2 Novel Solutions Proposed

The novel contributions of the proposed FortiRx are:

– Proposed FortiRx makes use of blockchain combined with the distributed file system
(IPFS) to create a decentralized environment for all the participating entities to share
prescription data.
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– Blockchain creates a distributed trust-less environment to share data which enhances the
interoperability of the system.

– Usage of distributed file-sharing system to store prescription information can help in
reducing the amount of on-chain data.

– Due to the decentralized nature of the proposed FortiRx, It is resistant to Single Point
of Failure (SPOF) and also reduces response latency.

– It avoids data tampering and prescription abuse by maintaining a distributed ledger that
acts as a single source of truth.

– Proposed FortiRx also makes use of Cipher text-Policy attribute-based encryption (CP-
ABE) to provide a robust access control mechanism.

5 Preliminaries of Cipher text-Policy Attribute-based Encryption
(CP-ABE)

5.1 Bilinear Map

A bilinear map in CP-ABE are called pairings which associates pairs of elements from
two groups G1 and G2 to a third group GT . When G1=G2 the pairing is called symmetric
otherwise asymmetric. Such a map function is denoted as e :G1×G2→GT and must satisfy
the following properties:

– Bilinearity: For all a,a′∈G1 and b,b′∈G2, we have:

e(a+a′,b)=e(a,b)·e(a′,b) (1)

and
e(a,b+b′)=e(a,b)·e(a,b′) (2)

– Non-degeneracy: There exist generators g1 and g2 of G1 and G2, respectively, such that
e(g1,g2) is a generator of GT .

– Computability: The bilinear map function e can be efficiently computed.

Bilinear map is used in CP-ABE to compute pairing of two elements ga1 ∈G1 and gb2∈G2.
This is done by using the equation:

e(ga1 ,g
b
2)=e(g1,g2)

ab (3)

5.2 Setup

During setup, a trusted entity generates the system parameters which include the master secret
key, a description of the bilinear map, and the groups used in the encryption and decryption
process. A master secret key generated is used to generate the private keys for different
attributes. Below are the steps followed in the setup function:

– Choose a Elliptic curve E and two cyclic groups G1 and G2 of order q such that
E(G1,E2)⊆GT .

– Choose corresponding generators g1 and g2 for two groups G1 and G2 respectively.
– Choose a master secret key randomly a∈Zq.
– Generate the set A = a * g2.
– publish the generated system parameters (E,G1,G2,GT ,e(g1,g2),A) and master secret

key a is kept secret at the trusted entity.
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OR

AND

AND

Hospital Name: 
UNTHSC

Role: Doctor

Pharmacy: CVS

Location: Denton

Role: Pharmacist

AND

Patient First name: John Patient Last name: Doe

Access Policy = ((“Hospital Name”== “UNTHSC” AND “Role”== “Doctor”) OR 
(“Pharmacy”==“CVS” AND “Location”==“Denton” AND “Role”==“Pharmacist”) OR 
(“Patient First Name”==“John” AND “Patient Last Name”==“Doe”))

Attributes

Fig. 2. Sample Access Policy for Prescription.

5.3 Key Generation

A set of attributes are assigned to a user which is used to generate a private key for that user.
The set of attributes associated with the user will be sent to the trusted entity which makes
use of the master secret key along with the set of attributes to generate a decryption key.

5.4 Encryption

To encrypt a message using CP-ABE, the plain text message is first mapped to the elements in
the encryption group. Next, a policy is defined using a set of attributes required to decrypt the
cipher text. The defined policy is then mapped elements in the encryption group. After that
plain text is then encrypted using the policy as an additional parameter to generate cipher text.

5.5 Decryption

A user with an appropriate set of attributes will first retrieve the decryption key and then uses
the decryption key to decrypt the cipher text to plain text.

5.6 Access Policy

The access policy in CP-ABE is a logical expression defined using Boolean operators AND,
OR, and NOT that specifies the attributes which are required to decrypt the ciphertext. Each
set of attributes is associated with a secret key and all the cipher texts with access policy
satisfying these attributes will be able to decrypt. A sample access policy is shown in Fig 2.

6 Architectural Overview of the Proposed FortiRx

System level architecture view of the proposed FortiRx is shown in Fig 3. Many distributed
entities participate and share data in the proposed FortiRx which include prescribers, patients,
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Fig. 3. Architectural Overview of Proposed FortiRx System.

pharmacies, Regulatory authorities, and in some cases authorities from prescription mon-
itoring for controlled substance prescriptions. Prescriber is responsible for creating digital
prescriptions information and encrypting them before sending the files to distributed data
storage. Access Policy for encryption is provided by the patients that will determine who is
allowed to access the data based on the issue attributed by a trusted authority.

One of the major problems with blockchain is managing large amounts of data on-chain
which can be expensive too. Prescription systems generate large amounts of data within
a short span of time and managing such data on-chain is not a viable solution. Hence, in
the proposed FortiRx, we have used an off-chain distributed data storage solution to handle
all the prescription information. Even though data is stored at all the decentralized nodes,
implemented CP-ABE mechanism will make sure only the entities having properly assigned
attributes defined in the access policy can decrypt it which ensures data privacy.

The proposed FortiRx architecture leverages smart contracts to implement business logic
which include issuing the prescriptions, updating the status of prescription, requesting refills,
approval for refills, and verifying the authenticity of prescription. Apart from business logic, a
robust Role-based Access Control mechanism (RBAC) is also designed to ensure the entities
can access only allowed functions. Every transaction by any of the entities participating will
generate an event in the blockchain and will be added to the immutable log. Participating
entities will access the functions of smart contracts through Decentralized Application (DApp)
designed.

7 Proposed Algorithms for FortiRx

The prescription creation and uploading process is shown in Algorithm 1. After performing the
diagnosis, an electronic prescription file will be generated with all the prescription information
along with the patient information and dosages. This file will be read and the file content
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Algorithm 1 Proposed Prescription Upload Algorithm for FortiRx.
Input: Digital Prescription Data, public parameters (params,g1,g2,e) generated during CP-ABE

setup, Access policy ρ defined by the patient
Output: Content ID for IPFS file, Transaction hash of prescription creation in blockchain
1: A digital prescription is generated, and a file is created
2: for Each prescription file f do
3: Open file in read mode
4: FileItem← open(filePath,’r’)
5: Read prescription content from the file
6: prescription content (Pcontent)← fileItem.read()
7: Encryption is done using public key (pk) and policy ρ to generate ciphertext of the prescription

content
8: Cipher text CT ← cpabe.encrypt(pk, Pcontent ,ρ)
9: New file is created and generated cipher text is written to that file

10: end for
11: for Each encrypted prescription file f do
12: Send upload request to IPFS
13: Response (res)← requests.post(Infura end point, authentication parameters, file f)
14: Content ID from response is retrieved
15: Content ID (CID)← res.text[’Hash’]
16: end for
17: Prescriber creates a new createPrescription transaction in prescription smart contract
18: Transaction (Tx)← prescription.createPrescription(patient address (Paddr),CID)
19: if caller == Prescriber then
20: New prescription is created and added to patient address
21: Emit an event (ev) with prescription data and a log is generated
22: Return transaction hash (Txhash)
23: else
24: Reject Tx
25: end if

is encrypted by using the public parameters generated during the setup process of CP-ABE
along with the access policy which will be decided by the patient. Once the encryption process
is done, the generated cipher text will be written to a file and uploaded to the distributed data
storage (IPFS). A content ID will be returned once the file upload is successful which is useful
during the retrieval process. Prescriber usually the physician then creates a transaction using
the patient’s Ethereum address and content ID from IPFS to create a prescription entry in the
blockchain. RBAC mechanism implemented in the smart contract will ensure the transaction
is coming from the actual prescriber before updating the details of the patient account. Once
the transaction is successful, the transaction hash and generated prescription ID will be sent
back to the called and in case of any errors, the transaction will be discarded.

Retrieval of prescription data from IPFS and decryption is clearly explained in Algorithm 2.
The Entity trying to access will make a function call to the smart contract using the prescription
ID generated during the upload process. Based on the prescription ID, details of the prescrip-
tion along with the IPFS hash are retrieved. This IPFS hash which is also the content ID will
be used to request IPFS for retrieving the prescription content. Retrieved prescription content
is an encrypted string and to decrypt it, the entity needs the secret key. The entity then sends
its attributes to the trusted authority to get the secret key to decrypt the prescription content.
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Algorithm 2 Proposed Prescription Retrieval Algorithm for FortiRx.
Input: Prescription ID (PID) generated while creating new prescription in blockchain, attribute list

of requesting entity (attr list)
Output: Decrypted prescription content (Pcontent)
1: for Each view request (req) do
2: Send a function call to prescription smart contract to retrieve Prescription based on PID

3: Retrieved prescription Pret← prescription.viewPrescription(PID)
4: Get IPFS Hash (CID) from the function response
5: CID← Pret[’IPFSHash’]
6: Send request to IPFS to retrieve prescription content (Pcontent)
7: Response (res)← requests.post(Infura end point, CID, authentication parameters)
8: Retrieved cipher text (CT )← res.text
9: Secret key for set of attributes attr list is requested from trusted authority

10: Secret key (Sk)← cpabe.keygen(public key (pk), attr list)
11: Decrypt cipher text using the secret key to get prescription content
12: if ρ.evaluate(attr list) then
13: Pcontent← cpabe.decrypt(Sk, CT )
14: else
15: Cannot decrypt prescription content
16: end if
17: end for

If attributes satisfy the policy defined during the encryption, the content will be decoded and
accessible to the requesting entity. If not, the content cannot be decrypted ensuring data privacy.

The status of the prescription is also updated once medicines are dispensed by the phar-
macy. The pharmacy creates a transaction call to the prescription smart contract with the
prescription id as the parameter. RBAC mechanism implemented will ensure the requesting
Ethereum address is assigned a pharmacy role and it is one of the registered pharmacies
for the patient. Similarly, in the case of refills, the pharmacy will update the status of the
prescription requestRefill flag and notify the prescribers to approve. Different steps involved
in this process are shown in Algorithm 3

8 Implementation of FortiRx

8.1 Smart Contract Design

We have used solidity language to design smart contracts and deployed them in the Ethereum
platform. As there are multiple entities with each one having its own functions to perform,
the access control mechanism is important. We have developed a Role Based Access Control
Mechanism (RBAC) using smart contract functions and modifiers. For each type of entity:
Patient, Prescriber, and Pharmacy, three role smart contracts are defined which have different
functions to add users to the role, check if the given address has been assigned with a role,
and revoke the roles. Along with these modifiers are also defined to check for attaching them
to the functions. modifiers are used to impose some pre and post-conditional checks on the
function parameters passed.

The main business functionality of prescription creation and management is done in ”For-
tiRx.sol” smart contract which has two mappers which are used to keep track of prescriptions
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Algorithm 3 Status Updates for Prescription on Blockchain.
Input: Prescription ID (PID) generated while creating new prescription in blockchain
Output: The Status of the prescription will be updated
1: Different status flag updates will be sent either by pharmacy or physician
2: Based on the type of status update, different functions of the smart contract will be invoked with

(PID) as parameter
3: if Prescription is filled then
4: prescription.updatePrescriptionStatus(PID)
5: Smart contract check the pharmacy Ethereum address for access and updates isFilled flag of

prescription
6: else if Prescription needs re-filling then
7: prescription.requestRefill(PID)
8: Smart contract checks the pharmacy Ethereum address for access and updates the requestRefill

flag of prescription
9: else

10: prescription.issueRefill(PID)
11: Smart contract checks the physician’s Ethereum address for access and updates the isFilled

and requestRefill flags of prescription
12: end if

generated and another one to associate prescriptions to the patient’s Ethereum address which
will make it easy to retrieve. A function is developed for creating new prescriptions, this
is restricted only to prescribers who are usually physicians. This creates new prescription
functions and takes the patient address and Content ID of the prescription uploaded to IPFS
as parameters. Another important function is the update prescription status function which is
restricted to role of a pharmacy. Once the prescription is dispensed, the pharmacy will call this
function to update the prescription to be filled and creates a log in the blockchain. In case of
refill is required, the pharmacy can also make a call to function request refill which takes the
prescription id as a parameter and updates the flag for a refill. On checking the flag, prescribe
can approve the refill. A view function is also created to retrieve and view prescription details
(Not the content of the prescription and patient information). Complete Class diagram of
designed smart contracts for proposed FortiRx can be seen in Fig 4.

8.2 Blockchain Network

The proposed FortiRx system is implemented using the Ethereum platform leveraging smart
contracts designed in solidity language. A decentralized application (DApp) is designed using
the truffle framework and a functionality test is performed using chai. Implemented FortiRx
is first deployed in the local Ganache blockchain which mimics the working of Ethereum
mainnet but provides 10 free accounts with test ether of 100 ETH each. For measuring per-
formance analysis of the implemented system, it is then deployed in Ethereum testnet Sepolia.
Sepolia is a permissioned Proof-of-Stake (PoS) consensus-based testnet. As it is a public
testnet and hosts many other DApps with live transactions happening, evaluating FortiRx can
give better results to evaluate reliability and adaptability in a real-world deployment scenario.
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Fig. 4. UML Diagram of Implemented FortiRx Role and Prescription Smart Contracts

8.3 Distributed Data Source

Inter-Planetary File System (IPFS) is used for providing distributed data sources to store all
the prescription information. As discussed before, storage is expensive and hard to manage
on-chain. As the prescription application needs large amounts of information to be stored and
retrieved, the off-chain distributed data storage solution IPFS is used. As it is impractical for all
the users of blockchain to host their own nodes to participate in the network, we have used the
infura platform which provides tools to connect to Ethereum easily and perform transactions.
Infura also provides tools to connect to IPFS without hosting a node. IPFS connection uses
the authentication parameters to authenticate the user before uploading the files.

8.4 CP-ABE System Design

For implementing the CP-ABE scheme, Ubuntu 22.04 64-bit with a base memory of 4GB
of memory is hosted in a virtual environment. For prototyping the proposed CP-ABE scheme
for FortiRx, the charm crypto library is used. Charm is a framework that is designed to
rapidly prototype cryptosystems and implement different schemes. GNU Multiple Precision
Arithmetic Library (GMP), Pairing-Based Cryptography Library (PBC), and OpenSSL are
prerequisites for installing the charm framework. CP-ABE scheme proposed in [23] is used
for implementing FortiRx.
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Fig. 5. FortiRx Implementation Showing Encrypted Prescription and Successful Upload to IPFS

9 Experimental Results

This section discusses the results from the implemented proposed FortiRx application. Along
with that security, timing, and cost analysis are also performed to evaluate the proposed
system’s reliability and adaptability.

9.1 Results

The first step of the proposed FortiRx application is creating a prescription text document. A
sample electronic prescription is taken for testing purposes and is copied into a text file. The
file is then encrypted using the CP-ABE scheme with a pre-defined access policy. Encrypted
files are then uploaded to IPFS using infra. During the retrieval process, based on the CID the
prescription data is retrieved and decrypted using a secret key generated from the attributes
assigned to an entity. Encrypted prescription, Content ID, and Decryption of the prescription
data can be seen in Figure 5.

Remix IDE is used to deploy smart contracts in sepolia testnet. MetaMask digital wallet
is used for maintaining user accounts and sending transactions to Ethereum. Transaction for
deploying the FortiRx contract is shown in Figure 6. Once the contract is deployed Different
accounts are assigned different roles: Prescriber (Physician), Pharmacy, and Patient accounts.
Some of the important transactions and their corresponding addresses and hashes are shown
in Table 2.

9.2 Validation

Security Analysis Security analysis is performed on the proposed FortiRx to check the
feasibility and adaptability of the system in real-world E-Prescription systems.
Threat 1: An adversary trying to gain access to sensitive information of patient
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Fig. 6. Deployment of Smart Contract in Sepolia Testnet.

Table 2. Role Assigned Accounts and Transaction Hashes on Sepolia Testnet

Feature Value
Physician Account Address 0x3d352313f4f5561d0ffbfda205b52a3c3b70af35
Pharmacy Account Address 0x3D352313F4f5561D0fFBfda205B52A3c3b70af35
Patient Account Address 0x2a9884dfa7E6890FE8AA99FE2486c613C32b697a
Contract Deployment Hash 0x798d1f5ff49f9df09b9856db2646cebc2029d5cd2a45c5ef0c1b9

acb9f217c6f
Prescription Content ID Qme7Sq8gLmE875kE79QyWWFy9wqQ4yHnTEHMur511PrZfF
Prescription Creation Hash 0xda5bd0ce943325696e91bfe140bd8cdd60eafdca6f2a41b0722

1e499bfe7f1f7

Solution: Proposed FortiRx makes use of a robust CP-ABE cryptography scheme. This
will ensure the prescription data is only accessible to the authorized entities with assigned
attributes and avoid data leakages. As blockchain uses identities based on the PKI system,
anonymity is maintained while sending transacting in blockchain thereby preserving data
privacy.
Threat 2: Fake transactions generated by an adversary in the blockchain network to introduce
falsified information.
Solution: RBAC mechanism based on smart contracts and modifiers is defined in the pro-
posed FortiRx which will ensure the functions are well-defined and given proper access to
different entities. An adversary who will not have these privileges will not be able to send
the transaction and create falsified information in the network.
Threat 3: Data manipulations by the adversary or prescription abuse by duplication.
Solution: Blockchain creates an immutable ledger with all the transactions generated from
each and every participating entity. This ledger is copied at each node and acts as a single
source of truth which is difficult to manipulate and easy to verify. This ensures no data
modifications can be done to the data stored on the blockchain.

Timing and Cost Analysis To perform timing and cost analysis, each smart contract interac-
tion is repeated 10 times, and the average time taken for confirmation of transaction and gas
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cost is evaluated. Results from the analysis can be seen in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8. From timing anal-
ysis, it can be seen transaction times are not changed much based on the type of function as
it mainly depends on the network congestion at the time of the transaction. So average delays
ranging from 12-18 Seconds is an acceptable delays in real-world applications. Cost analysis
shows a significant difference between contract deployment and other functions as the cost de-
pends on the number of instructions that need to be executed by the Ethereum Virtual Machine
(EVM). The cost of deployment of a smart contract is 7.2$ converting ETH to US at the conver-
sion rate of 1 ETH = 18000 USD whereas for all other functions is nearly a dime. The cost and
latency can be avoided if private blockchain is implemented instead of using public blockchain.
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10 Conclusions and Future Research

In this work, we have proposed a novel idea of an E-Prescription system implemented using
blockchain and smart contracts. The cost overhead of large on-chain data is addressed in the
proposed FortiRx by implementing distributed data storage using IPFS. A robust access con-
trol mechanism using CP-ABE which ensures the efficient sharing of data between a dynamic
group of data users has been implemented for preserving the privacy of patient information.
This patient-centric approach will give more control to the data owners and efficiently manage
the access mechanisms. Proof-of-Concept of proposed FortiRx is implemented and analyzed
for scalability and reliability in real-world scenarios. Results from the analysis have shown
the robustness of the proposed system for different security threats.

In future work, more scenarios and interactions will be included in the smart contract busi-
ness logic to build a complete solution for the E-Prescription system. Implemented CP-ABE,
even though provides a robust access control mechanism, it needs a centralized trusted entity
to distribute attributes to the participants. A decentralized trustless key distribution mechanism
can be beneficial in this case. Future work will be in the above scenarios along with providing
a user-friendly interface for easy interaction with the system.
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